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LENDER RISK MEETINGS – FEEDBACK

We just wanted to start the compliance section of this communication with 
a huge THANK YOU.  This is because as part of our ongoing due diligence with 
the larger lenders, we have to attend regular risk meetings and the general 
feedback is that we are far better than the industry averages, i.e. comparing 
us to other firms and networks.  So, this means that we are considered a 
lower risk network of Advisers because of things like fewer breaches and 
complaints, better quality packaging and fewer fraudulent cases and Adviser 
issues.  This is testament to the high levels of care you take when placing 
cases and dealing with lenders, thank you.   

CPD 

Thank you for your efforts in completing the required hours of CPD during 
Q3.  For the few of you who have not recorded sufficient hours, you will be 
required to attend a mortgage and/or insurance knowledge session.  Each 
session, on 29th October will last for four hours.

WINDOWS 11

Please do NOT yet upgrade to the new Windows 11 as we are still waiting to 
hear from some firms about whether it will be compatible with their software, 
most notably Mortgage Brain and The Key.

 

COMPLIANCE NEWS 11/21 – NEW DISCLOSURE DOCUMENTS

We have updated the initial disclosure document and GDPR document to 
essentially make them look nicer.  Some of the wording has been updated too, 
most notably the potential FSCS compensation for clients which has been 
increased to £355,000 on successful complaints.  The other key change is 
that the one document, with an “up to £ fee” can now be used irrespective 
of what you charge your client.  The standard document is £499, but there is 
a £999 version to accommodate the very few cases where you charge a fee 
over £499.

This new document can be used for stand-alone protection sales.  Whereas 
for our later life Advisers’ sales, please continue to use the existing document 
with the “up to £1,499” on the document. 

All versions of the new two-page document can be found on the Knowledge 
Hub website.  And, if preferred, the document can be split into two individual 
one-page documents if this process better compliments your own sales 
process.

And finally, by far the easiest way to ensure your client signs these documents 
on remote sales is to use the Signable software.  A recorded “how to” guide 
has been added to the #Hangouts section of the Knowledge Hub.  If you 
do not already have a Signable account, please contact mark.ninnim@
financeplanning.co.uk   C
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https://financeplanninggroup.createsend1.com/t/ViewEmail/i/8F8A0E5D71003BED2540EF23F30FEDED


COMPLIANCE NEWS 12/21 – UPDATED FEE AGREEMENT

We have also updated the wording on the Fee Agreement, and this new 
document can also be found on the Knowledge Hub website (also in the 
Frequently Searched section on the Homepage).  Aside from some important 
changes to the legal text, the key change on this document is the look-and-
feel and it is now a fully editable document meaning the clients details can be 
typed on.

COMPLIANCE NEWS 13/21 – IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR LANDLORDS

There are two key changes coming in the future to hit Landlords.  

Firstly, the minimum EPC rating for any rented property will increase to a 
rating of “C” (from 2025 for new lets and from 2028 on existing unreviewed 
lets).  This rule change is to help improve the standard of living for private  
tenants.  Landlords failing to comply could face fines of up to £5,000.

It’s worth noting, however, that all EPC’s sit on a Public register for anyone to 
review.  The following link will take you to the relevant website where only the 
postcode is required to access documents for EPC’s (where completed) in 
the street or road etc.  

https://www.theepcregister.co.uk/epc-search  

Where lenders are categorising products based on their EPC rating this is a 
great way of understanding 1st time where the property will fall when choosing 
a relevant product.  The advantages of this are obvious but should result in a 
better customer outcome and experience.

And secondly, the HMRC is bringing in some taxation changes from 2024 
under their Making Tax Digital (MTD) regime.  This new regime will require 
landlords generating more than £10,000 per annum in rental income to 
submit five tax submission each year (one per quarter plus one for the year 
end).  The slight respite for landlords here is that the MTD regime has just 
been put back a year from 2023, although landlords can voluntarily sign-up 
earlier if they wish.

Such will be the impact of these two changes, we are in the process of 
replicating these messages on a short and punchy flyer which can then be 
shared with your landlord clients and estate/letting agent introducers.

COMPLIANCE NEWS 14/21 – GI PRODUCTS FROM BEST INSURANCE

We have a new Accident, Sickness & Unemployment cover provider – Best 
Insurance.  The insurer also offers a new type of cover for us, Impaired Life.

Further information on both products (ASU and Impaired Life) can be found 
by watching each of the Best Insurance webinars on our #Hangouts section 
of the Knowledge Hub.  As soon as you have watched the recording, please 
inform pete.burgess@financeplanning.co.uk and you will then be sent a short 
test to pass, and then your login details to prepare quotes and applications 
for this product.  The Protection RWLs have been updated to include these 
new GI products.

REMINDER FOR INTEREST ONLY SALES

This is just a reminder that when you recommend an Interest Only mortgage, 
then you also need to provide the client with a comparable Repayment 
quote.  You are then required to include some personalisation in your MRWL 
to explain why the client preferred this method.  Please note these rules 
extend to Product Transfers, as well as purchase and re-mortgage cases, PR
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https://financeplanninggroup.createsend1.com/t/ViewEmail/i/0503EE6052AF1B792540EF23F30FEDED
https://financeplanninggroup.createsend1.com/t/ViewEmail/i/DD9C08D399DEBA672540EF23F30FEDED
https://www.theepcregister.co.uk/epc-search   
https://newhomesmortgages.createsend.com/t/ViewEmail/i/F02BFAA8DC0176272540EF23F30FEDED/C67FD2F38AC4859C/?tx=0&previewAll=1&print=1&source=PrintPreview&context=BE1559E32AC7F640D744A813E2B67A32
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however, the providing of a Repayment quote is only where the mortgage is 
afforded on a C&I basis, and ordinarily would be sold on this basis.  Therefore, 
the comparable quote is not needed for Interest Only sales with a very short 
term, or for later life cases.  Please use your common sense here as the 
requirement is to protect you against future complaints.

PROPORTUNITY & GENERATION HOME – LENDER CASES REQUIRING 
PRE-CHECKS

For the time being we would like to chat through any of your proposed 
recommendations to these lenders.  Simply give your Sales Manager a call 
to chat the case through, including what scenarios have been discounted to 
arrive at either of these solutions, before you actually apply – thank you.

UPDATE ON BREACHES

By far the most common types of breach in the third quarter were because of 
record keeping and in particular, your Reasons Why Letter not being issued 
within 10 working days.  It is really important that you do create and complete 
a record of each sale on the Point of Sale software (The Key or Smartr) to 
meet with our Professional Indemnity requirements, as well as our own 
internal compliance processes.  Occurrences of repetitive breaching could 
result in a written warning which will then need to be notified formally to the 
FCA (and this breach notification then sticks with you throughout your FS 
career). 

THE FINANCIAL OMBUDSMAN SERVICES (FOS) REPORTS HUGE RISE IN 
FRAUD AND SCAM COMPLAINTS

The Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) have warned both Advisers and 
consumers to be vigilant about the threat from fraudsters and scammers 
following a significant rise in cases seen by the Financial Ombudsman 
Service over the last year.  The number of customers asking the Financial 
Ombudsman Service for help with fraud and scams complaints was 5,025, 
in just the first quarter of this year.  In the same period, 60% of fraud and 
scam complaints were upheld by the organisation.  The FOS state that this 
suggests that banks and financial advice firms still need to do more to resolve 
complaints from their customers fairly before people are forced to seek help 
from the FOS. 
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Here are a few highlights from our protection providers.  Please ensure you 
refer to your array of provider emails for all updates.  The focus from insurers 
currently seems to be promoting their vast array of CPD knowledge and skills 
materials, delivered via webinar or recorded on their websites.

GUARDIAN

To celebrate Guardian’s 200th birthday (of their brand name) they are 
offering Life & CIC clients (not just life only) two months’ premium refunded, 
by way of a cashback, the first after 12 months and the second after 24 
months.  This incentive is for applications received from now until 30th 
November 2021 so please get your Applications in quickly.

Also, for applicants who are under the age of 50, and double-jabbed, then 
underwriting terms can be offered with a rating of up to +400%.  This is a 
massive plus-point for those individuals who are some way off of standard 
rates, as most insurers are simply declining these cases because of the links 
between Covid and underlying health conditions and possible death.

L&G

Legal & General have announced they are changing their protection 
commission payment system.  Beginning Tuesday December 1st, L&G will 
now pay agents commission only after a new client has made their first 
premium payment.  L&G have made this decision to reduce risk and fall 
in-line with standard industry practices.  Nothing else has changed to the 
process and you will be able to continue to operate as normal.  With regards 
to the other insurers please note:  LV, Guardian, & Royal London all pay when 
policy goes on risk but they may follow the position going forward.  Zurich 
pay on the run after the policy start date (after first premium paid on non-
indemnity)

ROYAL LONDON

Royal London have improved the way they collect medical consent forms.  
You’ll now see an Access to Medical Records Act (AMRA) section as part of 
the application, allowing the insurer to request medical records as soon as 
they receive the application.

RL are also promoting an array of helpful information on their website – 
everything from designing tailored solutions, to toolkits around keeping in 
contact with your existing clients – its all worth checking out.

RL also have a webinar on Thursday 21st October at 2pm on “unblocking 
protection opportunities in the UK rental market”.

ZURICH

Zurich are also now using this new AMRA functionality to speed up the GPR 
process.
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This insurer has scheduled six regional events to showcase their protection 
offerings, and is using interactive technology rather than a face-to-face 
conference. They’ll be presenting everything from DigiCare+ to Global 
Treatment, to Claims and Underwriting, to RLP and Employee Significant 
Illness, to Sales Aids to help our protection conversations in a post-pandemic 
world.  A total of 3 hours of your quarter 4 protection CPD in one morning!

AIG

This insurer has reverted back to its pre-Covid position where Immediate 
Cover has been reinstated for 90 days, increases to Non-Medical Limits, 
and they are no longer asking if clients have been vaccinated.  Also, if clients 
are struggling financially then until 31st March 2022 they can still ask for their 
premiums to be reduced and still remain covered.

THE EXETER

The Exeter have reminded us that their Income First product provides the 
cover for the widest range of occupations on the market. Indeed, they were 
recently the only insurer offering terms to a roofer working over 40 feet in 
height, for one of our Advisers.

LV

And LV have reminded us that they provide the widest range of Income 
Protection products for our clients through their Mortgage and Rent Cover, 
Executive IP, Full and Budget IP, Full and Budget Personal Sick Pay products.  

Also, their Fuel For Life newsletter is full of interesting information and so well 
worth a read (and think of the CPD!).
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In this mortgage update we are minimising the number of product or specific 
criteria changes as you can review these from the vast array of emails you 
receive from lenders each day.

TSB

Sophie Carter is our new TSB BDM, and she can be contacted on 07766 
363599 or Sophie.carter@tsb.co.uk  

GENERATION HOME

Their BDM team of Mert, Sarah & Rebecca can be contacted on 07723 
954895 or broker@generationhome.com 

BMS

In addition to Mark Penfold (07976 778836) we also have Danielle 
Horton desk-based BDM on 02920 783755 or Danielle.horton@
birminghammidshires.co.uk 

BMS also have a new system for Product Transfers, and they are running a 
series of webinars to demo this new system.

COVENTRY

And, at the Coventry, to support Ben Packham, we now have Leanne Turner 
back from maternity.  Leanne can be contacted on 0800 917 2586 or on her 
email at  leanne.turnerBDM@thecoventry.co.uk  

PROC FEE PAYMENT ROUTES

A reminder from Dan about the correct payment route for when claiming two 
proc fees in particular.  Virgin needs to be L&G rather than FPG, and for it’s 
PTs you must select panel number 1225886 L&G.  Whereas for Barclays it 
needs to be Finance Planning (or FPG) that you select, rather than L&G.

HODGE

This lender, who specialises in later life and holiday lets has now introduced 
the option of “capital repayment” on all of these mortgages.

HSBC

This lender is now in the market for your BTL business.  If you missed our 
webinar then you can watch it on catch-up via our Knowledge Hub website, 
#Hangouts.
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Separately, HSBC has simplified their Loan to Income (LTI) ratios on their 
residential products.  It is now 5.5% over £100k income, 4.75% over £40k 
income and it is still 4.49% for under of £40k income.  This is up to 90% LTV.  
For over 90% LTV its 4.49% maximum regardless of income.

L&G MORTGAGE CLUB

They have improved their Smartr criteria system to include BTL searches.

2020/21 TAX CALCS AND OVERVIEWS

Just a reminder that these will probably be needed by most lenders as the 
2019/20 SA302s are now almost 18 month old.

ACCORD – GROWTH SERIES

Beyond their products and flexible underwriting, Accord provides a lot 
of material to help support brokers in our roles.  Their “growth series” of 
communications and webinars is well worth reviewing and this month they 
are promoting their Ultimate Guide To Selling Mortgages which contains 
many hints, tips and best practice approaches.



Protection – Adviser League Table for September.
Well done to Paul & Rob on claiming the top spot for Protection and B&C 
with a massive 25 applications.  Also, given that our industry has many more 
men than women, it’ s nice to see that we have more women than men in 
this particular league table.   

Mortgages – Adviser League Table for September.
Well done to Paul for topping the Mortgage league table, the clear leader 
with a massive 39 applications.

 

And congratulations to everyone who has featured in either of these league 
tables for September – a tremendous effort all round.  As a reminder, 
please do ensure that you get your cases loaded on to your Point of Sale 
system as soon as possible – thank you.
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Mortgage Apps 

Paul Gent  39

Dan Fletcher 25

Rob Chart  24

Paul Ripley  19

Carl Thorne  18

Joanne Pope  15

Paul Goodey  15

Cathy Rafferty 14

Karen Looker  14

Scott Sutton  14

Eddie Rozario 13

Daniel Walsh  12

Jack Savory  12

Peter Stickley 12

Phil Smith  11

Colin Mackay  10

Matt Stephens 10

Jim Maye  10

Protection  Apps
 
Rob Chart  25

Paul Gent  25

Scott Sutton 19

Karen Mills  18

Jane Hutchinson 17

Emma Langford 15

Claire Lipscomb 10
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Mortgage Apps 
 
Craig Thomas £3,750,000

David Wise  £3,750,000

David Wise  £2,850,000

Colin Mackay  £2,500,000

Paul Goodey  £2,400,995

Jim Cox  £2,063,495   

Lindsey Quirke  £1,875,000

David Wise  £1,580,011

David Wise  £1,522,500

David Brown  £1,500,000

Lindsey Quirke £1,440,000

Dan Mules  £1,438,116

Paul Goodey  £1,390,222

Lindsey Quirke £1,368,749

Paul Goodey  £1,290,999

Lindsey Quirke £1,268,495

David Brown £1,235,000  

Carrie Millin   £1,115,000

Craig Thomas £1,087,500

Karen Looker  £1,050,000

David Wise  £1,012,500

Matthew Holloway £1,088,000

Nigel Urban   £1,000,000

Joe Maskell   £1,000,000

Wilma Morton £1,000,000

Wilma Morton £1,000,000

David Wise  £1,000,000

Protection  Apps 
 
Phil Thomas   £2,151,800
Richard Lucy  £1,760,100
Phil Thomas   £1,427,883

Investment Apps
Sarah Hope   £3,600,000
Sarah Hope   £2,200,000

The Millionaire Club 
We have a number of new entries in to the Millionaire Club this month.
Congratulations also to David Wise, David Brown and Craig Thomas who 
takes Joint top!
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FPG ZOOM MEETINGS

These weekly meetings, at 4pm on a Monday, have now recommenced 
to help bring you up-to-speed with latest industry developments and 
lender/insurer presentations.  They’re a great way to also help with 
your CPD requirements, and if you cannot attend a meeting, then 
you can always watch it at your convenience on our Knowledge Hub 
#Hangouts.

FPG CONFERENCE – SAVE THE DATE

We have booked the Grand Hotel in Brighton for Friday 14th January 
2022.

WELCOME – STUART HUNNISETT

Please join us in wishing Stuart Hunnisett a warm welcome in his new 
career as a Finance Planning mortgage and protection Adviser.

COVID PREVENTION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FPG HEAD OFFICE

Just a reminder for anyone wishing to use the office, please only come 
in if you have taken a negative LFT in the preceding day or two.  Also, if 
you do not come in regularly then please contact Lynn in advance to 
check that there is room, given the reduced numbers we are currently 
accommodating.  You will be allocated a desk when you arrive.

We recommend you also take regular LFTs if you are seeing clients.

Thank you all for your co-operation in keeping your colleagues and 
clients safe. 

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR LONDON MARATHON RUNNERS

Congratultions to Glen Baker and Dean Aspinall for completing the 
London Marathon this year.

Both atheletes ran on behalf of amazing causes and I hope you can 
join me in helping to achieve their fundraising goals. Glen is running on 
behalf of a young man Finley.

Meet Finley. At just 2 days old he developed meningitis and the 
uncontrollable seizures he suffered caused long term brain damage 
resulting in quadriplegic cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and many other 
health conditions. His parents were told the devastating news that 
he may only live a few weeks and so they took him home to make 
lasting memories with their family. As the weeks passed Finley defied 
all the odds and he started to show improvements in his sight and 
understanding.
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A little bit about Finley is on his Facebook page:

https://www.facebook.com/finleysfirstfootsteps

If you feel you would like to support Glen and Finley, all contributions are 
welcome.

https://gofund.me/c4a4cd4a.

Dean Aspinall is running for his preferred charity Sense.

Sense is a national charity that supports people who are deaf-blind and 
those with complex disabilities, to be understood, connected and valued.

Please support Dean by making a donation, it’s dead easy and takes 
seconds. Your contribution will go towards helping someone that faces 
communication barriers.

If you would like to support Dean, please do so here.

https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/fundraiser-display/
showROFundraiserPage?userUrl=DeanAspinall&pageUrl=2

https://lnkd.in/eDJHYju 
https://www.facebook.com/finleysfirstfootsteps
https://gofund.me/c4a4cd4a.
https://lnkd.in/eDJHYju 

